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SILENT MODE
MUSIC FOR MOVING IMAGE

Here at Silent Mode, our primary focus is delivering the highest quality musical and audio solutions to a 
wide range of clients. We focus on original composition and supporting sound design work. Alex Bradley 
is the lead composer whilst David McMichael handles sound design & deliverables. 


Alex is a BAFTA member and has been recognised as a distinguished contributor to the UK film, TV and 
commercial industries in his field. He attended Saint Paul’s Cathedral School in London where he 
studied cello, voice and music theory. He is also a graduate of UCL University College London, where he 
completed a degree in History and Musicology. 


Alex is a skilled string arranger and often employs a mixture of classical and synthetic instrumentation to 
achieve a signature textured and nuanced sound. Whenever a project calls for a more ambitious and 
scaled up production, our list of world class orchestrators, music preparation experts and session 
producers help us achieve the best and most stunning results.  


David provides both technical and creative support to Alex and is a talented operator, sound designer 
and engineer. He is based in Paris France. Alex splits his time between Paris and London, where he 
keeps a private studio equipped with state of the art computing and monitoring systems, a large 
collection of invaluable acoustic instruments, synthesisers and processing equipment.


To date we have scored feature films, feature documentaries, broadcast short films, charity films, factual 
entertainment shows, PSA films, educational content, podcasts and countless TVCs.


We would love to work with you - we have the skills to help elevate any production to the highest levels 
of quality and creative excellence. 


A list of selected clients can be found below:


TV & FILM 

BBC  ∙  NETFLIX  ∙  ITV  ∙  CHANNEL 4  ∙  NHK  ∙  SKY  ∙  HAUS PICTURES  ∙  OBJECT & ANIMAL  ∙   CANADA   ∙  IMAGE PARTNERSHIP    
RADICAL MEDIA


COMMERCIAL 

NIKE  ∙  NETFLIX  ∙  COCA-COLA  ∙  GOOGLE  ∙  SAMSUNG  ∙  ARC’ TERYX  ∙  LOEWE  ∙  ALEXANDER MCQUEEN  BIMBA Y LOLA  
LIONSGATE  ∙  SUZANNE KAUFMANN  ∙  PAMPERS  ∙  DREAMS  ∙  BRAUN  ∙  LN-CC  HUNTER  ∙  NATWEST  ∙  MULTIOPTICAS  ∙  NHS   
KURT GEIGER  ∙  LEXUS  ∙  M&S  ∙  GYM BOX  ∙  AMAZON    RIMMEL  ∙  BOOTS  ∙  SPEC SAVERS  ∙  SUBWAY


We are proud members of BAFTA, the Music Producer’s Guild, PRS & MCPS and The Musicians Union.


To get in touch please email us or alternatively contact us by phone.


studio@silentmode.uk  ∙  +44 (0) 7 956 035 957


SILENT MODE is a music & audio post production company that is focussed on providing these services to the film and television industries. It is also a record label 
imprint releasing the very best underground and alternative electronic music. SILENT MODE is a registered trademark © Silent Mode 2023
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